Video Library, April 2021
YOGA / MEDITATION CLASS DESCRIPTIONS
Breathing Meditation: Reduce Anxiety
Description:
Remember how we were instructed to don our own oxygen mask first (back in the day when
we travelled via airplane)? This definitely applies to our own self-care! Please join me for this
short practice, incorporating 3 simple breathing techniques that will help calm your nervous
system by stimulating the vagus nerve. 8 minutes.

Meditation: Chakras, Earth to Heaven
Description:
Just as the spaces we inhabit need to be tidied and de-cluttered every now and then, so too do
our energetic fields need clearing of the old: old thoughts, old energy, old emotions. Join me as
we refresh our understanding of the chakras, which metaphysically speak to 7 major areas of
our being that need balance and appreciation. Grounding, creating, strengthening, loving,
speaking truth, trusting wisdom, and aspiring to spiritual guidance. 60 minutes.

Gentle Yoga: Opening the Heart
Description:
Welcome to a Gentle Yoga practice to open the heart! We begin with remembering the duality
of apana (downward energy) and prana (upward energy). We may think we are choosing to
STAND on the mat, however, know too that the earths energy is choosing to HOLD us and
support us. Gently, methodically working to release physical, mental and emotional tension we
all hold in the front of our bodies, and by releasing this at the ‘heart’, take a big breath out! 60
minutes.

Gentle Yoga: Internal & External Balance
Description:
Starting with the yin & yang of our breath (2 opposites that complete each other), we carefully
explore internal and external rotation in our hips and shoulders, working toward modified Tree
Pose and Eagle Pose (using a chair or wall to help with balance). Deeply satisfying! 60 minutes

Hatha Yoga: Dancer & Chapasana
Description:
Courage is defined as the choice to confront pain or danger, believing in a greater result. And in
the words of Anais Nin ‘Life shrinks or expands in proportion to ones courage’. Okay, don’t let
all the courage references put you off, this practice helps us FIND our courage as we gradually
explore opening the quads and hip flexors while protecting the lower back, moving into Dancer
and that extra bit called Chapasana! 60 minutes.

Hatha Yoga: 360, Sides & Twists
Description:
When we find stability before mobility, we can move with greater confidence, ease and flow!
We often work our front and back bodies (they need it!), however in this practice, we focus on
the sides: rotational movement in the hips, ribs, shoulders, and side bending movements
finding our IT Bands, side ribs, and length. As we work toward a Triangle series with this
kinesthetic awareness, it becomes much more delicious! 60 minutes.

Hatha Yoga: Warrior III & Half Moon
Description:
Take the time to break down the nuanced differences between two standing balance postures
that, to a novice, might appear to be the same. Of course, they are not! One comparison is the
flow between a yoga squat and forward fold: external rotation then sagittal plane extension.
Isometric contractions help us feel the differences, and then we flow between these two, what
joy! 60 minutes.

Yoga for Runners: Warriors & Scorpion
Description:
The Warrior Poses are hip openers, strength builders, alignment specific and delicious to
accomplish! Refine your awareness of the nuances and differences, as well as the similarities
(knee/hip alignment, back engagement, core integration, calm in the storm). Adding in binds to
increase our awareness of rotation and possibilities. Such a beautiful hip opening practice! 60
minutes.

Yoga for Runners: Eagle & Soar
Description:
Confidence comes with practice and optimism! Nurtured and protected by the Earths energy
and Heavens, we can build toward that middle ground of standing balance! Working toward
several standing balance poses including Godess Squat, Eagle, Tree, Halfmoon, oh so delicious!
60 minutes.

Yoga for Runners: Sides & Twists
Description:
We have so much mobility from front to back, and yet our sides are doing so much work to
stabilize. Welcome to a practice that acknowledges the sides and works the rotation, bringing
greater awareness, mobility and joy in those movements. Find two wonderful opposites with
Eagle Pose and Revolved Triangle, so satisfying. 60 minutes.

